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Leading the New Era of Dimensioning
At Rice Lake Weighing Systems, we develop and manufacture dimensioning solutions
for every shipping need — from flats and poly bags, to pallets and LTL freight. Our
expertise in designing solutions for the shipping and logistics industry is built on our
steadfast history as a weighing and measurement manufacturer. Our committed growth
allowed us to become leading innovators in emerging technology, including dimensional
measurement.
Dimensioning is essential to companies — especially those transitioning from manual,
time-consuming processes to modern, streamlined ones. To meet that need, we developed
the iDimension® Series of dimensioners to capture dimensional data for virtually all
shipping environments.
Innovative Dimensioning Technology
Rice Lake has created the fastest static parcel and pallet dimensioning technology
available. Our iDimension systems are certified for accuracy, are simple to use, and
engineered with innovative features to make shipping teams more productive.
Our dimensioning technology goes beyond market expectations.
} Instant scans of any shape. Parcels are dimensioned faster and more accurately than
other solutions, all without the risk of human error. In as little as the industry-leading
0.2 seconds, parcels are automatically calculated.
} Certified accuracy. With models calculating at just 0.2 inches, our iDimension Series
ensures precision. Our Legal for Trade models provide the certified accuracy needed
to meet strict regulations.
} Complete data capture. Our patented designs use the latest in sensor, camera, and
dimension capturing technology to assure exact dimensional weight measurements
and package data.
} Simple interfacing and peripheral support. Our touchscreen displays allow an intuitive
user experience, and iDimension software integrates the dimensioner with scales,
barcode scanners, PCs, and more — streamlining warehouse operations.
Rice Lake is a family-owned, ISO 9001 certified corporation, and has been manufacturing
and distributing weight and measurement products since 1946.
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